What’s New?

3rd Edition, Volume 1

- Selection of basic information from previous editions to aid students, lawyers, and scientists understand fundamentals of forensic DNA
- Updated information (cites >600 new references since 2nd edition was written in 2004)
- Improved reference format (by topic with title included)
- 43 new figures, 17 new tables, 26 new D.N.A. boxes, and numerous new website links
- New chapters on historical methods (Ch. 3) and future trends (Ch. 18)
- New information on DNA databases (Ch. 12), quality assurance (Ch. 13), & lineage markers (Ch. 16)
- New order of chapters to reflect process of DNA typing (Ch. 4-11)
- Glossary with >400 key words
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Clear and concise language enabling concepts to be understood by those seeking to learn about this exciting and important field

Volume 2, Advanced Topics of Forensic DNA Typing, is expected in Spring 2011